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THE FRTC!?IOIT 0??PISTON RINGS*

By Hans W. Tischbein

The coefficient of friction between piston ring and
cylinder liner was measured in relation to gliding acceler-
ation, pressure, temperature, quantity of oil and quality
of oil- Comparing former lubrict ion-technical tests, con-
clusions were drawn as to the state of friction. The coef-
ficients of.friction as figured out according to the hydro-
dyilamic th~ory were compared with those measured by tests.
Special tests were made on ~oiliness, ll The highest permis-
sible pressure was measured and the ratio of pressure dis-
cussed..

SUMMARY

The coefficient of friction between piston ring aricl
c~?’li~??Lerwall (both average Coeffj.cient and Cc)effiCient at
different points over the stroke) was measured on a test set—
up’ in relation to rubbing speed, wall pressure and te],lperature,
increase in running—in times oil quantity, and type of oil,
The ~verage friction coefficients fluctuated between O-02 and
0.14 and, for the same oil sampl~s and test conditions at
medium a,nd high wall pressures, YJaS much greater than the
friction coefficients of a well-oiled journal beariilgg .

Nixed friction was, ia general, found to exist, except
at lOYJwall pressures, over working-surface temperatures with
high average rubbing speed, where fluid friction in the cen-
tral part of the stroke may be considered likely.

!l?hefriction coefficients calculated for the present
case ii~ support of Gumbel amounted to a multiple of the ex--
perimental values. According to this the premises underlying
these theoretical calculations appear to he wrong, The in-
fluence of oiliness was discernible. For the same test condi-
tions difftirent oils ~f the same viscosity showed d?fferent
coefficients of friction. The widest discrepancies occurred on-.--.--.---_y ____________________________________

*’lReibung m I<olbenril~gen,llKraftstoff, I)ec. 1939”,
PP, 83-87’, Jan. 1940, pp, 6-8, Feb. 1940, pp. 3°-42, and
March 1940, pp. 71–75.
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the engine oils;. where as, the bearing oils disclosed onlY
minor differences, A comparison of the test data on the
basis of Vogelpohlts number indicated that this number
affords no adequate explanation for the differences in
friction coefficient.

The limits of the highest permissible wall pressure of
the piston ring on the liner and the highest permissible
working-surface temperatures also were measured, and the
pressure conditions-at the piston ring discussed, particularly
the wall pressure due to gas pressure and moving-away of the
ring as a result of the reciprocal action of frictional force
and gas pressure,

II~!l?RODUG!?ION

In the friction of two solid surfaces sliding over each
other a differentiation usually is made bet’ween dry, fluid,
and mixed friction,

In fluid friction the rubbing surfaces are completely
separated by a fluid film, The lubricant adheres to the ma-
terial of the rubbing surfaces, and the entire friction proc-
ess takes place in the lubricating film between the tuo sur=
fac.?sm The frictional resistance is, therefore, due to pure
fluid friction, In laminar flow, the shearing stress in the
fluid is, according to Newton$ equal to the product of veloc–
ity gradient and dynamic or absolute viscosity. Reynolds
(reference 1) applied this theorem to fluid friction,, while
G“iimbel(reference 2) extended it to inciude Journal bearings,
This theory has been largely confirmed by experiment, hut
there are discrepancies also. Thus , oils of different source
and treatment exhibit, in spite of identical viscosity, iiif--
ferent,.coefficients of friction-sin the journal bearing.
Voigtlander (reference 3) and Buche (reference 4) controlled
the viscosity in their tests on dissimilar oils by varyiiig
the oil temperature and found discrepancies up to 25 percent-
An explanation f~r the discrepancies is principally looked
for in the molecular-physical sphere, (A complete survey of
modern. views on. surface .condition. qgd,f,riction is given in a
book by Schmaltz (reference 5) which also co’ntain:s a very com-
prehensive list of references Kyropoulos (reference 6) has
listed the physico-chemical properties of lubricating filmsc
A detr.iied catqlogus also is given.) The solid stirfaces slid-
ing over each other are carriers of fre~ valences. In this
field of force the oil molecules stretched out at full length
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with ..the,ir.polar,_ends are adsorbed. to the surface and set
up at right angles to its Depending upon the field of force
and the chemical composition of the lubricant molecule one or
more of such adsorbing layers cover the surface of the solid
body, The layers slide over each other, whereby the inactive
ends function as sliding surfacesc During the motion, the
molecules at right angles to the surface are obliquely bent.
But aside from these adsorbing layers the arrangement of the
molecules themselves in the lubricating layer between these
boundary layers is of influence c)n the friction. The long
lubricant molecules orient themselves with their longitudinal
axes in flow direction (flow o~$entation) and so reduce the
frictional resistance in the fluid. layer, s$nce the dynamic
viscosity at flow Orientation Qf mQ18CQzeS is lower than the
values recorded wit”h a viscosimeter. This viscosity reduction
depends upon the chemical structure of the lubricant molecules,
the rubbing speed, and the clearance width, These influences
together with the conditions $or the adsorbed boundary layer
produce differences in the frictional forces and therefore
may explain a discrepancy of the computed values from those
obtained according to the theory of flui~ friction.

A further reason for the discrepancy between the theo-
retical and experimental data is to be found in the fact that
the theory of fluid friction premises perfectly smo~th rubbing
surfaces. But the surface roughness can be of the same order
of magnitude as the clearance width (reference 5) and in that
case is not negligible with respect to the oil-film thickness

If the distance between the solid bodies ‘is very small,
the adsorbed boundary layers slide directly over each other,
When the surfaces are flat and separated from each other by
a film of lubricant of only a few molecules the friction is
that of a boundary lubrioation- In contras! with fluid fric-.
tion, boundary lubrication can he associated with wear, be-
cause the lubricant molecules adhere so strongly to the wall
that parts are torn out of it. The coefficients of friction
for boundary lubrication are substantially greater than for
fluid. friction, Yure boundary friction conforming to defini-
tion is practically unattainable because of the roughness of
the rubbing surfaces.

a*...,..
According to oi’d’~rconcept”s””~he semi-fluid or mixed fric-

tion is the simultaneous appearance of fluid and dry friction
by thin lubricating filmO But the existence of absolutely
clean surfaces lacks empirical basis according to more modern “
concepts; adsorbed lubricant $ayers of special structure are
always present at the surfaces, At present, mixed friction
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clef.ines the zone i,nwhich the fully fluid friction changes
to pure boundary friction. The mixed friction is $red.omi-
nately associated with wear, because the surface pressures
between the prominent roughness peaks can presumably becone
so great that these particles can be sheared off or torn out
without interrupting the adsorbed lubricant film at the point
of the fracture. The greater the proportion of boundary
friction to the mixed frtciiion, the greater the effect of
those factQrs which are not included in the theory of fluid
frictlona Exploration of the bou~dary film indicates that

*the friction cannot be adequately explained on the basis
of purely mechanical considerations. The multitude of ~are-

fully carried through exploratory labors yi.eldp as such,
much valuable na,terial for the explanation of the lubricating
process! but no definite criterion ever has been found for
the se-called oiliness, “Nsunerical data on properties such
as tile heat of ,adsorption, orientation of flow, capillary
constant, Dielectric constant, and so forth, yield a sense

1’ of direction - for example, it has been determined that the
heat of adsorption decreases with increasing friction (refer-
ence 4) - but the experimental conditions are not always
definite for a comparison.

A new method for judging the oiliness is given by Vogel-
pohl (reference v)* who sees an explanation for the discrep-
ancy of the friction tests in the viscosity distribution in
the lubricating film, The viscosity in the direction of mo-
tion in a plain bearing decreases as a result of the “temper-
ature rise in the lubricating film. There also are differ-
ences in viscosity in radial direction? The decrease in
viscosit~ with respect to a specified average value is a
measure for the carrying capacity of the bearing, Vogcl~~ohl
forms a characteristic for the oiliness, which contains the
temperature relationship of the viscosity, the specific weight,
and the specifid ,heatm

i In a comparison with Voigtl&lderls bearing friction tests
;>
y he finds that the characteristic increases with growing fric-
!3 tional force$but in view of these few tests his theory cloes
i,, not appear reliable enough and requires additional tests for

k>. -.confirr’’e”tion” ,$- ,!.,,,.,
\F The appraisal of oiliness of oi2s from different sources

and with different pre~treatment still necessitates compara-
tive tests, with the test conditions a.s closely as possible
adapted to service conditions.

1
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.P~st Experiments.. on Piston-Ring Friction. . .. ..

l?he majority of lubricating research is concerned with
bearing friction; whereas piston-ring friction has been con-
sidered very little so fare Its research is rendered dif-
ficult by the fact that the surface pressure between theI

I rubbing -surfaoes is usually not known, ‘because, for example,
it is affected by the working pressure in the cylinders,

T. 3. Stanton (reference ~ pp, 469-472) first measured
I the friction between piston and piston rings on a special
I test setup. It was found that the piston-ring friction

increased very little with increasing gas pressure over the
piston. The gas pressure in the ring grooves was also meas-
ured,

Ms,der (referen.oe 9) who also used a special setup for
his piston-ri~g friction studies found, like Stanton, a

I
i;.

slight increase in frictional force with the gas pressuree
His tests showed that the frictional force increased pro-
portionally to the number of ringse

1 Ricardo (reference 10) measured the frictional fo~?ce
of pistons and rings in relationship to cooling-water tern-.‘
perature and the ~umber of rings on an electrically driven
iniernal-combustion engine. He found the friction force
to decrease with increasing temperature and the increase
proportional to the number of rings.

Vogel (reference 11) in his leakage tests on a Diesel
engiao” measured the gas pressure between the first and
second piston ring. He also investigated the friction val–
ues of the rings, without, however, weasu.ring the frictional
force direct$y,

A number of other articles ~ea~ with the natural stress
of the piston ring, with the heat flow ,through the piston

,, ring,,, or else touch the problem of piston ring frictioil in,,.’
~fI conjunction with other investigations,
(.
?W ~he reports ‘mentioned SCIfa~ afford a partial explana-&
!$$. ._.tion of..tne ,,e.ffectof the,,gas pressure, on piston—ring fric-

tion, but fail to give sufficient information from the point
i; of view of lubrication. An article by Eweis (reference 12)
+, published while the present investigation was under way -

(various preliminary results have already appeared in the
foilowing report: Aus deutschen Torschungstatten (Yrom
German .Research), Archiv fffr lt~rmewirtschaft und Dampf-

\’
;]j
p

—. ... ,



kesselwes en, vol. 16, Heft 1, 1935, ppo 19-20) - contains
a discussion of the friction %etween piston-ring and cylinder
wall “ of dr>- and seili-fluid friction, and a calculat ioil of
the frictional force for sharp-edge and rounded–edge rings
under fluid friction, along with a numerical prediction of
the supposed pressure distribution of the gas at the lack of
the rings, The pressure distribution and the friction be-
tween ring a,nd cylinder wall were checked by tests The
pressure distribution was found to be in good agreement ~with
the theory, The effect of the gas pressure above the piston
and in the groove in back Qf the rings was determined-, the
relationship between frictional force and number of rings in-
vestigated for self-e~panding, non-gas-loaded rings, and also
for riilgs subjected to gas pressure constant and variable
with respect to time. dweisl principal finding was that the
friction of piston rings without gas loading was proportional
to the number of riilgs, Under cQnstant gas pressure the
friction is almost proportional to the gas loading, but under
va~iable gas pressure ovar the “~ottom of the piston the in-
crease in friction is greater with few than with many rings,
However, the state of friction of the piston rings requires
further explanation. It still is uncertain at what operating
conditions the fluid or the semi—fluid friction prevails and
whether it is permissible to figure with. the hydrodynamic
theory in the ,prediction of the frictional force, (Salzmann,
for instance (reference 13), used the hydrodynamic theory in
his ~tudy of the heat flow through the ~istoll ring to detcr-
min~ t!le thickness of the lubricating f~lms)

The present report is chiefly ~oncerned with purely
Zuhricating problems.. The extent to which the high gas
proszuro in the, cornlustion chamber and in the piston-ring
groova governs the pressure of the ring against the cylii~.der
WO,lI,is not quite clear from the investigations made hitherto.
Some supplementary considerations concerning this question
arc incl.udecls

;<
~. . ,Bec?,use, i,,t.,,did,qot,seem feasikle to measure the piston-,,W ring frictiop. on a running enjj.n”e”,‘“~s~&cial test ring was“.

used. I.t was very important that tempere.ture, wall pressure,
and rubbing speed be those obtained in normal service .as ia~ch
as possible. In order to explore the effect of these several
influences Qn the pistoa— ring friction it w,as necessary to
qesign the test setup so that the quantities such as rubting
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speed,,. pressure per unit of area, working surface teriipera-
ture, and--am’ount and kind of lutricant could be varied
individually and independently of each other. It was also
of iinportance that, asid’e from the average friction values,
the instantaneous values of the friction coefficient vai”iable
with the piston stroke, could be measured.

The movement of the piston was produced by a machine
crank linkage (part of an erstwhile horizontal gas engine)
of 210 millimeters strokes The diameter of the liner was
chosen at 205 milli.meters~ The piston rod of the test piston
was supported at both sides of the Liuer and assembled with
radial clearance to the cross head of the gear. The crank-
shaft was driven by a belt from an electric motor.

The liner was fitted with a heating coil So that its
teiflperature could be regulated between room temperature and
2000 cm The temperature of the liner was measured with five
thermocouples suitally spacdd 0.5 millimeter below the liiler.

The lubricant was supplied in the middle of the liner
through five radial holes~”the amount was regulated by a’

I
drop oiler.

~

Through the reciprocating motion of the piston, the
piston rings are moved over the liner at a rubbing s-peed
varying from zero to a maximum value, whereby each t~me
the state of Ilaccelerationll and lldecelerationll must be
passed through, If the feed of tile lubricant proceeds
through the liner or from the crankcasing, the state of
lubrication varies according to the distance from this
feediag point.

From one to four rings could be fitted in the piston;
the side clearance mounted to 0-05 millimeter The rings
were 4-5 millimeters thick and of 10 millimeters width.
They were not self-explanding but pressed against the
sliding path by a special expanding device (as suggested
by I$alger), (See fig. 2.) Two double levers .C with un–
even arms pivoted on knife edges were pulled together at
the longer end by a spring D and so exerted at its short-

-.,. Zever, end an exp,anding,force on the face of the ring end,
This force T is “computed ‘from the spring force an-d the
lever system- With F indicating the face area of the
piston ringl the radial wall pressure pa introduced by
this expanding force is

(1)
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on the assumption that the outside diameter of the ring in.—–,-, .,....,, .,...
the unex”pande”d”’’’statewas equal to “the diameter of the linerQ
The tension of the spiral spring D as a measure of the
expanding force T was read on a millimeter scale.

~~-e first test ring ‘s shown in figure 1. The cast-
iron liner, open at both ends, itias suspended from wires,
permitting small motions in direction of the longitudinal
axis practically without resistance. A special type of
piston carried t,he piston ring through the liner so that
only the ring touched the liner, Owing to the frictional
force between ring and liner, this likewise goes through
a reciprocating motion because of the reciprocating move-
ment of t!le pis%on. The time~displaoement curve of the
liner was plotted at enlarged scale from a photographic
recordiilg device, The frictional force Between ring and
liner follows from the time-displacement curve of the liiler
motion according to

Pr = Mb (kg) (2)

where M is the mass of the liner and b the acceleration
imparted to the liner by the fr3ction- Tbe coefficient of
friction which, by definition, is the ratio between fric- .
tional force and normal force then follows from

“d?r xb
M = ..- = —

pal? par
(3)

The speed and the acceleration as well as the correspondirig
frictional force with respect to time were obtained by
graphical differentiation from the displacement-time curve
of the working surface; the frictional force then was plotted
again’st the piston displacement by means of the known rela-
tionship between displacement and time, Preiimiilary tests
with this setup, however, indicated that the graphical dif-
ferentiation for predicting the acceleration and the fric-
tion value was too inaccurate, so that the setup was rede-
signed for a different measuring system- The previously
easily movable liner was damped between fQur very stiff

>*= -.-.-sparings.. and the deflection of,,~ne,$pring recorded, This is
frictional fo~ce exerted i-a~iallya practical measure for the

on the liner, if ‘the iii’otionsof the liner are so small that
its nass forces oan be discounted. After initial difficul-
ties it succeeded in placi~g the natural vi%ration frequency
of the elastical~y suspende~ liner Very much higher than the
frequency of the piston drive in sp$te of it~ great massQ



Prerequisite of the accuracy of the evaluation of the
pressure-time record was a natural vibration frequency of
at least 400 Hertz- This was obtained by extremely stiff
springs imbedded in a solid concrete foundation, Since
the actually recorded natural vibration frequency was con--
sistently much lower, usually only half of that computed
from. the spring dimensions, the elastic restraint of the
springs in concrete was looked upon as cause for it. The
flexibility of the base was then measured by mechanical-
optical means, the reduction in the natural vilration fre-
quency computed according to Klotter (reference 14) and
Hayashi (reference 15), and a very satisfactory agreemeit
with the measured vibration frequency ascertained,

The final version is illustrated in figure 3. The
knife edges F mounted at the front of the liner on a
Zevel. with the center of the liner rested in sockets of
the flat springs G secured to the base and so supported
tile liner. lIqual initial tension of all four springs was
insured by spacers between sockets and springs. The initial
tension was always greater than the maximum frictional force
because ‘the liner was so mounted that the reciprocating force
was not transmitted to it,

The stiff springs kept the axial motion of the liner
very small, the inaximua deflections being only a few thou-
sandths of [au,illimeter, thus necessitating a special z~ethod
to i~easu~e them. The deflection of spring G was measured
optically by a device illustrated in figure 4* One of the
four snrings extended beyond the socket 3 and carried a
knife “&d.ge C at the end. This pressed on a small steel
band which in turn was supported against a fixed knife edge
n spaced horizontally about 0.2 millimeter fro~ C. The,.
steel band was under initial tension with respect to the
knife edges by appropriate torsion and carried a tiny mirror
1? fastened with cement~ When the spring twisted in conse-,,
quence of the frictional forces exerted on the liner, the

;$
mirror turned and a light ray reflected by it was deflected,

I
The path of this light ray recorded by a specially designed

& photographic recording device then1> immediately showed the

[

;!
$! time variation of the frictional forces with consideration

g. to ~ihe calibrat~on.

II
# Tha calibration was obtained by exerting an additional
., known axial force on the liner and recording the deflection.1x of the light ray on the recording instrument To orevent

irregularities arising from the naturally very smail friction
in the sockets, the cal$brat,ion was made during the recipro-
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cat.,.in,gmotion of the piston and the displacement of the
de flect’io~-”n-otad on the sloiwly running films The coeffi–
cient of friction v is then computed from the relation-
ship betwee~ frictional force Py and the expanding force
T at the piston ring:

(4)

Since the system susceptible to vibration was strongly
excited by the oscillating motion of the piston, it became
necessary to dampen the vibrations of the liner. For this
purpose a larger mass i was freely suspended aloncgsidc the
li.iler(fig, 3) and coupled to it; the contac$ surfaces, k
anti 1, of tlie liner and damping mass respectively, were
seps.i-ateciby an oil film.

go ascertain the extent of the e~istiilg fluid friction,
O*2 volt was applied to the piston ring and the liner, l:~liich,
at Iiletallic contact between ring and liner, or penetration
of the oil filn, caused a glow tube of s~ecia.1 design to
light up by means of iriterconn.ected amplifier tubes, The
Iightinq and extinguis.biilg of the glow tube was recorded on
the strip along with the frictional force curve, However,
the glOW tube always continued to burn turing the tests even
thou::h the other te-st results argued in favor of fluid fric-
tio~. Tb.ere must have been locally narrowly defined metal.
contacts, perhaps at the edges of the spreading area, even
whillc the rest of the ring was in the state of friction-
This.arrangement was therefore unsuitable for judging the
state of lubrication. It can only be stated tha,t, at some
point of the ring, the distance from the wall of the liner
was always only of the order of magnitude of a few lubricant
molecules,

With the new test arrangement, average speeds of from
0s25 to 3.5 millimeters per second, unit wall pressures
from O to 13 kilograms per square centimeter and mean work-
ing surfe,ce teulperat~res from 40° to 2500 C could be attained.
The liner, with which the principal tests were carried through,.+,,,,,
Twa,swell run in during the preliminary tests..o.f.Over 400 ~~ours.

SELECTION OF PISTOX RINGS AITD OIL – TEST PROGRAM

In order to include the p~omortion of the friction
tha,t is not explainable by the viscosity in the tests, the
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oils from different sources were always so selected that
several oils had the same dynamic viscosity or nearly so
at identical test temperatures To this end a large number
of commercial brands of oil were tested for viscosity and
temperature relationships with the Ubbelohde viscosimeter
(reference 16). The kinematic viscosity was measured up
to 1200 c at higher temperatures the values were taken from
the d.oubl~ logarithmic p~ot by Ubbelohde (fig- 5)- The
specific gravity necessary for calculating the absolute vis-
cosity was measured at two temperqturess The assumption of
linear relationship was sufficient for the present purposes

Nine different oils were u~pd in these tests, The
commercial trade names and the manufacturers of the oils
tested are given in table 1 with. the absolute viscosity
and the specific gravity of the oils at 50° C.

.’.

ABSOLUTE VISCOSITY AND SP23011?7CGRAViTY OF OIL SAMPLES

l=--Oil Source
lx -

.

1 Shell Voltol I; Rhenania-Ossag
j~ineral oil ~lorks A_G O,0023 0-8’79

2 Shell BA 78; Rhenania-Ossag
Mineral Oil Works A-G ● 0023 ,880

3 Supplied by the Physical
Technical State Xnstitute
for comparative tests (no
other information available) .0023. .8795

4 Sup~31ied by the Physical
Zcchnical State Institute
for comparative tests (no
other information available) s0023 .865

5 Shell Volt,ol 11; Rhenania–Ossag

.%i.ne..r.a~.~il:~orks A-G ● 0031 .8’?9
“6--shell Rx: Rh&ziS.nia-Ossag ‘“‘“““’

Mineral Oil Vorks A-G ● 0086 ●888
7 Valvoline, heavy: Valvoline”

Oil Co,

1

Hamburg ● 007745
8 Mobiloil AT; German Vacuum

.880

Oil &G Hamburg ● 00695 .879
9 Shell 4x: Rhenani-Ossag

~~inera~ oil ~~orks A_G ,0142 .8905



Oil: 1 to 4 were light machine oils, 5 was a medium,, ..,,-,,
machine oil, ‘6”ali”d8 “medium engine oils, 9 aheavy machine
oil, 2he engine oils had been obtained from a filling
station, the others from the manufacturers, Figure 5 gives
the temperature relationship of the viscosity for these oils
accorc!.ing to the formula by C. Walt.her- Tor clearness the
kinematic viscosity was plotted in this representation The
tests always were adjusted for equal a,bsolute viscosity.
Oils 1 to 4 had the same a~sol~te viscosity of 0,0023 kilo-
gl?ai71 per square, meter a.! 50° C, oils 6 and. 7 at 77=50 C,
6 aild 8 at 98e8Q C, and 7 and 9 at 149.7° 0.

The working surfaces as we~l as the edges of the
employed :L>istQqrings were machined in various manners- Z%e
surface was smooth-ground, fin-turned, or roug~-ground; ~]le
edges were sharp, slightly Or considerably rounded off. In
the tests of oils 5 tO 9, the waI.1 pressure, w~rki.ng surface
tempcrr.ture, and mean rubbing speed were varied- Oils 1 to
4 were tested at only one wall press-~re and, one working sur--
face tel]lperature. The exact test conditions are given in
ta.blo 2* The oil feed in all the tests was adjusted. to 150
cubic centimeters per hour. The assembly contained onl~~ one
ring, always of the shar~edge smooth-ground type.

For oil 6, the running-iii time Wa.S a.lso ~eterminedc

Furthermorej the relationships between coefficient of fric-
tion a:ld iain.g--she,p~,number of rings, and quantity of oil
were determined.

Figure 6 is a, force-time plot taken with the photographic
recordizg i.nstrumcnta The bright band is the path of the cle.-
flected spot of light. The time scale is given by a simulta-
neousl>~ recorded wave of 50 Hertz. The directional chailge
of t:he piston is characterized %Y th~ pressure jump at the
points Ilright dead center~l and Iilcft dead center, 1! The
attendant naturai vibrations of the liiler excited by the
rcvers~,l of $orcs at the dead centers are quickly damped. Out.

>.. ..%? plotting t~Q ave~age po.s~t,i?n,of the vibrations it was
poss”ible to approximate

,.—.
tlie vaiiatibn ’of the frictional fOi”Ce

in the vicinity of the dead center,

The frictional force WRS different for the forward and
return strokes; no symnetry appeared to be present. The
reason for this was that the ring received fresh oil in the

,,

&,,,I,,mm= —-. ..... ....,.,,-,



middle of the cylinder and hence exerted less frictional
force in it-s path froin the middle of the liner toward the
dead centers than Qn its return.

Tor the determination of an average f~*ictional force
(average value during one reciprocal cycle) an arbitrar~~
zero position was plotted (fig. 6), and ‘the areas fl
f2

<?.nd
on either side planimetered. Then the average of the

friction coefficient was found from

(5)

where

h leilgth of a stroke in the force--time diagram

k calibration factor, kilogram of frictional force
per unit Qf deflection

P~< wall pressure

3’ rnbbi~g ~rea cf the piston ring

Bocs,use the reversal in force at the dead centers is
suclden, the sum of fl and fa is ind.epeild.entof the
position of the arbitrary zero line.

For the detsrmin<-,tion of the friction coeffi,cieats
vc,riable with tha pis$on ciispl.s.cernent,the position of
the light s:~ot for the frictional force O in the force-
tirne diagram was recorded directl~. After taking a pressure
curve vith the recording instrum~nt, the crarik drive wr.s
immedi?.tel:~ stopped, the piston ring relieved so as to pre-
vent further frictional forces or, the cylinder, and t!~e po–
si.tio~lof the li~ht spO~ photographed. The thus ohtaii~ed
zero Iiiles appeared. scattered 00 several photographs under

. ideiltical test conditions, which cculd, for example, be
attrib-ated to temperature v,~riatior.s on the liner and Oii
the t~st i~zstruuent in the time tetween taking the force-

,..., time cliagram and the zero line, Since the direct miaasu.re-
ment of the zero position was in consequence not certain,
it wos simply assumed that t!ce frictional energy for the
reciprocating motion and also for the areas fl and fz
were of the sar~c magnitutle, The obtained zero lirie then
corresponded on the average to the median position for the
photogra;phi~ally recorded (scattered) zero lines.
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,. ,,WPRESXNTATIGN OF T3S17 DATA. -.,..,,.

In the representation of the test data, the average
value of the friction coefficient or of the frictional
force over the piston stroke (hereinafter called mean
friction coefficient or mean frictional force, for short)
was plotted, as ordiaatc and, in most cases, the average
rubbing speed of tlhe rings as abscissa- The friction co+
efficient or the frictional force for a certain piston
setting was plotted against the respective rubling speed,
with the working surface temperature at constant wall pres-
sure cr the wall pressure at ~onstant working surface tern—
perature as parameter. 3V.t in several instances it seemed
more adv2,iltageOus to plot the friction coefficient ag,aiilst
the temperature or viscosity, respectively~ with the r~lhhing
speed as parameter at constant wall Pressure. Here the
~a,IueS for one diagrar+ had ‘been already obtained from
anokher$ a second graphical er?or compensation was owitted,
and the pQints connected by straight lines.

EW?ERIMENTAL RESULTS

~~~;~~g.-in.._.._l.:Q-?a_Q4sE2nz42g_52QP3A nu~ber of P.Z2LS.Q
ri~s& and quantity of lubricant,-

~..——..T—__
The pzston ring had to.—-—— -——.—. _____ _______

be run ia in the liner before the tests started; it was
considered run in when the frictiQn coefficient showed no
decrease after a protracted. interval. During the running
in of a piston ring the friction was measured from time to
time. Ti.gure 7 shows the decrease in friction with the time.
After a short period the fricticn progressively decreased to
a minir~~m which was about half Of the initial ya~ue-

Vhen a,new ring was inserted, the outflowing oil turned
dark for the first hours of ‘the ruraning–-in process as a re-
sult of wear. A 1000-di.ameter magnification failed to dis-
close any particles under the microscope; hence the largest
size of the particle should be less thati 1(F4 millimeter.
The discoloration decreased with the running-in time; after

..... , -;t-he ri.ng.wais,run. in there. was,.nO._d,i,fferqnce.in color before
and after use Qf the oils

Piston rings with sharp and rounded-off edges (rounding-
off radius 0.2 and 0?5 mm) disclosed almost the same decrease
in friction coefficie~t with increasing running-in time, as
sho~~n in figure 7. ?iston rings with sharp edges showed
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higher friction coefficients at first than those with broken
edges, but after a 20-hour running-in period under identical
test conditions no appreciable edge effect remninedo The
running-in time of a smooth piston ring a*reraged about 40
hours, At a very low working surface temperature of 60° C
and. at a wall press~re not exceedins OP1 kilogram per square
centimeter the round.ed~off rings yielded a smal,ler avera,ge
friction coefficient than the shar~edge rings, Furthermore,
when the working surface temperature reached 215° C, the be-
havior differed accordi.ilg to the edge radiuse Considerable
lutiricanti evaporated from the surface at this temperature,
leaving a viscous brown film that could not be scraped off
from the ring with rounded-off edge and which increased the
friction coefficient by lQ to 15 percent. The sharp-edg”e
ring, on the other hand, consistently preserved a bright
surface even at the highest tempe~atures.

The study further included piston rings with fine ~ild
coarse turning grooves ora the wQrking surfacee The runiiing-
in time and. a~so the initial co~fficj.ents of fr$~tion ~~el~e
gre,?.terthan for the grouDd ring, and indeed increased as
the coarseness of the turning marks increased. But after
a suitable running-in time the friction coefficients were
exactly the same for both.

~ests were made also with two and three sharp-edge,
ground rings Vountefl simultaneously? at an average rubbing
speed Of 2.15 meters per secoad, a wall pressure of 3.0
kilo~rams per square centimetar~ a surface temperature of
120° c, and aa oil feed of 150 cubic centimeters per hour.
At equal wall pressure, the frictional force was proportional
to the numben of piston rings,

To determine the effect of the lubricant quantity,
special tests were made with oil feeds of 25 to 150 cubic
centimeters per hQur at average speeds of ZC5 to 2.80 meters
per secon.~~ wall pressur~ of 3*O kiiograms per square centi--
meter, and surface temperature at 190° and 185° C. It Wa.S
found that with very’copious ~ubricatioll scarcely any re~
lationship existed between friction coefficient and amount
of feed; whereas starting at 40 ouhic centimeters per hour
the friction coefficient rose rapidly with decreasing oil
quantity. At around 25 oubic centim~ters per hour the gt~ail-
tity became insufficient aad th~ surface started to change
its ap:pearancee

~~~eriment~ with oil samRle 6 and comp~~?~on with——.-.— ——..-—--,-r_____
~wl~od~mamic theor~e-

---..---.—,-----— .=—.—---
—----..._—-------- As seen from table 2, sample 6 was
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studied at all test conditions. As the other oil saniples,,.
CO-UICInot’’’~studiediedwith the same completeness, the re-
le~tiollship between the coefficient of friction and the
rubbiil: speed, the wall pressure and the surface temper-
ature for the experiments with oil specimen 6 is discussed
first and in connection herewith compared with the hydro-
dynamic theory.

17igures 8 and 9 show the average friction coefficient
plotted against the average speed with the working surface
temperature as :parameter for two different wall pressures.
In figures 10 and 11 the avera,ge friction coefficient is
shown plotted against the average rub%ing speed, with the
wall prsssure for two surface temperatures as parameter.
The average rubbing speed was adjusted between O*35 and’
3.50 meters per seCOild$ the surface temperature bet’weeil
65s3° and 215° C and the wall pressure between 165 and. 9
kilograms yer square centimeter. The average friction co-
efficients for all test conditions ranged tetween 0=02 and
0313. In figure 12 the frictional force for wall pressures+~, l,
varying frog 1,>5 to 9 kilograms per square centime~er is ~“;$

directly plotted against the respective pistoil positiOilC
In this in,sta:me th~ average rubbing s-peed was ,2.i5 meters
per second; the working surface ‘temperai;u.de 119.60 C= ~lle
Variatii,on of the rill)bj~g s-oeed during the. piston movement
also is indicated, The frictional f~rce is substituted here
for the friction coefficient for the purpose of clearness,
A noteworthy feature is the ra.-oidrise in frictional force
at low ru’~bing speeds in the vicinity of the dead center.
This rise is.so much more pronounced and the frictional
force so much greater as the wall pressure and the working
surface temperatures are higher.

On comp.aring~ as in figure 13? the curve of the fric- ~
tiona,l force at different teu~peratures from ~5,30 to 215° c
arzd at the low wall pressure of 3.0 kilograms per square
centimeter, it is rather unusual to see that at low temper-
ature the maximum frictional force occurs in the venter of
the stroice rather than, near dead center,

3?igur e 14 shows the frictional force plotted. against
& . tll.e,,p,iston.,displacement. at constant temperature of 63.5° C

and cons$act l~al.~pressure of 3.0 kilogram-s per square
centiinetor, but for average rubbing speeds of 1.15, 2.15,
and 3,.20 ue’cers -per seoondo ~~actly as in figure 13, here
also t!l’emaximum frictional force occurs at the center of
the piston stroke,
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The rubbing s~eed is a function of the piston setting
,, and at. the same tins proportional to the rotative speed or

mean piston speed* If, at any rotative speed, the rubbing
speed is determined at each piston position and these
rubbing speeds plotted agai~st the coefficient of friction,
the curves shown in figures 15 a,nd 16 tire obtained. The
test points of each curve o,re shown for three me’an rubbing
speedsm, since the two halves of the stroke disclosed dif-
ferent friction coefficients for the same speed before and
behind the oil ho~e as a result Qf the fresh oil reaching
the ring ir: the center of the liner, only the friction co-
efficier.ts for the piston motion from dead center tO center
of yi~ton stroke were used for the r~preselltation, The
curves. show the relaticnshiy between frictional force a~-d
and rubbing speed, temperature and wall pressure; one un-
usual fact is that the frictional force despite the differe-
nt average piston speeds is identically great at the same
absolute piston speed. Fundamentally the variations of
the curves Zn figures 15 and 16 are in agreement with those
of figures 8 to 11.

The curves in figures 8 to 11, J,5, and 16 manifest a
certain similarity with the results repeatedly obtained for
journal-bearing SrictiQn (references 1’7 and 18)- For these
tests (see fig. 19) the friction coefficient in the sphere
of hydrodynamic friction customarily increases with the-
rotative speed.; while the friction coefficient in the sphere
of nixed friction passes through a minimum and then increases
again considerably by decreasing rotative speed- Assuming
that the relationsh’ip .between speed and friction coefficieilt
on the piston ring is, as for the jo~rnal bearing, a charac-
teristic for the s~ate of friction? some likely confilusi~i~s
as to the type of friction might be drawn from these diagrams.
It,may be assumed that at the I.owest running surface temper-
ature a% 65.30 C up to the wall pressures of 7.5 kilograms
per square centimeter (figs 10) hydrodynamic friction pre-
vailed as yet, hut that in all tests at substantially higher
temperatures and high wall pressx+re (fig- 11) mixed friction
predominates, as reflected in the more or less marked ascent
of the friction coefficient with decreasing rubbing speed.

From figures 15 and 16 it may be qo,ncluded that mixed
... . frictionprevail.s near dead center even at low temperature

and low wall pressure - that is, in the range of low rubbing
speed - because the friction coefficients no longer decrease
with decreasing rubbing speed towar& the dead centers. iJever-
theless, the curve of the ‘taverage‘rrubbing speed under iden- ‘:
tical test c’opdit$ons is on the whole indicative of hydrody-
namic fric?ione Thus the mixed friction seems to be relatively)



small in the dead-centers... But the higher the running sur-
face teinperature and the wall pressure beco~e”,’”the smaller
the proportion of the fully fluid friction, even the range
of maximum rubbing spe’ed in the center )of the piston stroke:

The friction coefficients of the piston ring can be
computed by means of the hydrodynamic theory under simplify-
ing assumptions. According to GEmbel (reference 2) a sup-
porting oil film can be developed even between parallel
rubbing surfaces if the front edge of the rubbing surface
is rounded off. The rear edge plays a secondary part as
proved by Salzmann. Assuming, according to Salzmaqn, flat
rub’bing surfaces and parabolica~ly rounded-off edges, the
equation for the average wall pressure pa between the
flat areas reads

where

(6)

m absolute viscosity

v rub’bing speed
.

ho thickness of oil film

P ra,~,iusof curvature in tile apex of the parabola

!I!ransformation of equation (6) gives for thickness of the
oil film

(7)

For the frictional resistance Pr of the sliding ring
i Eweis (reference 12) obtains

(8)

where ?? is the rubbing area of piston ring,

A further assum-ption is that the pressure before and
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,.in..back of. %h.e.,ring is zero in accord with the conditions
of the previously descriled test arrangement

After equations (’7) and (8), in equation (3) the
formula for the friction coefficient v reads:

(9)

Trom eq”uation (9) it is seen that in fluid friction
the friction coefficient increases with increasing rubbing
speed and decreases with rising wall pressure, Thus the
existence of fluid friction is especially strongly indicated
in the test data of figure 10, where the average friction
coefficients increase rapidly with growing average rubbing
speed and decrease ~Jit~ rising wall pressure.

Gale’slating, according to equation (9), the friction
coefficient for oil specZmen 6 at a rubbing speed of 3
meters per second, a surface temperature of 65.3° C, and
a wall pressure of 1.5 kilograms per square centimeter
while assuming p, say at 061 and 0.01 millimeter, res-pec-
tively, gives the values of 0,218 to 0.470, as against the
measured value of’ only 0.124. The calculated. friction co-
efficient is therefore greater than the experimental coef-
ficien.te

In figure 15 the friction coefficient for 0.1 and O.O1
millimeter edge radii, 65.3° C surface temperature, and 3*o
kilograms per squarq centimeter wall pressure are plotted
agair~st the rubbing speed as computed by equation (9).
Admittedly there is a considerable difference in magnitude,
but at the low temperature of 65.30 C the variation of the
curves for the theoretical and experimental friction coef-
ficients is the same; hence, it may he deduced that in these
test conditions the friction is predominantly fluid’ oilt?
reason for the great differenc~ is t,obe found, first of all~
in the assumpttan of perfectly smooth rubbing surfaces, T or
the frictiQn coefficients of ().218 and 0.~70 computecl by
equation (7) the oil film thiclcnesses can be predicted They
amount to 0$ 0033 and 0~0015 millimeter between ring and liner
and hence b.ave about the seine aagaitude as the roughness which
runs to about 0.002 rni~lipeter even for finely machined sur-.
faces. Owing to the unavoidable roqghness of the rubbi’ng
surfaces the oil film is thicker on the average than those
computed previously, which. might perhaps explain the inferior
magnitude of the measured frictional forces. The marked effect
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of the-curvature radius in figure 15 cguld not be substan-
tiated by tests. Piston rings with sharp edges and curva-
ture radii of 0,1 and 0.5 millimeter were studied under
otherwise identical test conditions and no measurable dif-
fereilces in friction coefficients were ascertained.

With a view to including as many test data as possille
for a comprehensive comparison, the friction coefficient
finally was plotted against the over-all characteristic

The test values were selected from the range where fluid
friction was to be expected; that is, at low temperature
and small wall pressure, Figure 17 shows that, throughout
the entire raizge of characteristic theoretically computed
friction, values are greater than the experimental values.

~~periments with different lubricants - The exploratory....—..-—.— _________________ .._. ●

tests with oil 6 indicated among other things that full fluid.
friction did not prevail duriug the whole stroke and that
mixed friction alwa~~s occurred in the vicinity of dead ceilter@
The proportion, of the fluld friction in the mixed friction
was as much smaller as wall pressure and temperature were
higher. In this region of the mixed friction it is to be
expected that viscosity and those other typical character-
istics of oils called oiliness are especially evident. TO

preclude the viscosity effect in the subsequent tests the
comparison was male with oils manifesting the same absolute
viscosity at equal test temperature, Thus the light’ machine

oils 1 to 4 had the same viscosity of 0.0023 kilogram per
square meter at 50° C, and after minute comparative tests
for these oils with the bearing testing machine in accoi*dance
with Walger.-Schneider (reference 18) and BtIche they then
also were used for the tests on piston rings. The average
friction coefficients we~~ det~~inined for rubbing speeds
of from 0.2 to 3-0 meters per second at 1.?5 kilograms per
square centimeter constant wall pressure, 5“0° C temperattire,

‘-and ‘150’’cubS”Ccei’t.im&”tGrsp’er hour o“il”’fee~; The difference
betveeil the individual oilst wliile heiag slight accoriliilg to

figure 18, nevertheless shows the sequence in the mag~itude
of the friction v~l.ues very plainly, Oil 1 has the lowest
friciion coefficient~t follo~~ed by oils 2, 4, and 3, The
curves manifest a surprisingly great similarity to the curves
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obtained with the. same oils. on the plain journal bearinge
(cf. fig. 19, where some of Bf.iche!stest data have been
reproduced ) The oils indicated by A and IIare the 5 and
2 of the present report. As on tbe plain journal l.)eariilg
the friction coefficients on the Fiston ring decrease with
decreasing rubbing speed, pass through a minimum, ancl then
rapidly rise aga,in with furtkler decreasing rubbing speed,
In the tests !~ith the bearing-testing machine, oil 1 like-
wise had the lowest friction coefficient; then follow 4,
3, and 2; only 2 therefore shows a divergence,

h?oteworthy is the difference between the lowest fric-
tion coefficients of a plain journal bearing of around
0,001. to 0.002 and tliose of a piston ring of shout 0.05 to
0,10. The coefficient of friction of a piston ring is about
50”times greater than that of a journal bearing.

Aside from the light machine oils 1 to 4 ,the friction
coefficients of the co~mercial engine oils 7, 8, and 9 also
were determined with engi~e oil 6 included for the comioarison,
Oils 6 and 7 had. at 77,50 0 the same absolute viscosity of
0,0024’7 kilogram per square centimeter, oils 6 a,nd 8 a vis-
cosity of 0.00117 kilogram per square centimeter at 98° C,
and oils 7 aild 9 a vi.scoslty of 0,000390 kilogram per square
centimeter at 149,7° C, !Phe friction coefficient was de-
termined at 3.0 kilograms per square centimeter wall pres–
sure and at the test temperature at which the same vis-
cosities ap-peared- (See fig, 20. ) It was found that in
spite of e~ual viscosity at the same test temperature these
oils also rnanife~ted a difference in friction coefficients
Thus , at a mean rubbing speed of 3*O meters per second, the
difference iri the friction coefficients of oils 6 and 7
mounted to about 10 percent, and for oils 7 and 9 it was
even greater at 1,5 meters per second mean rubbing speede

It’ is surprising that the difference in friction co-
efficients of oils 6 and 7 is so great, although on the
a,verage, fluid friction might he presumed in view of the
l~w working surface temperature of 77a50 C and the ascent
of the friotion coeffic~qnt with increasing speed, The
fricb,ion coefficients of oils 7 and 9 show differences as
high as 15percent at J49@70 O-and are-.indi~ative by reason
of the speed relationship 0$ mixed friction. On the other
hand, the measu~ernents on oils ~ and 8 at 98.8° C disclosed
no appreciable difference in friction coefficient, although
the aspect of the curves themselves is Indicative of mixed
friction.

!.=
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,F,orthe, comparison of oils 5, 6, ‘7, 8, and 9, through-
out the entire viscosity range the’ average-friction coeffi-
cients were plotted (fig, 21) against the absolute viscosity.
The wall. pressure was 3s0 kilograms per square centimeteli
and the average rubbing speed 3.0 meters per second. Although
few iilnumler at low viscosity, the test points for oil 9 fit
quite well in the t,otal picture, Oils 6, 7, and. 8, which at
the same temperature have approximately the same viscosity,
manifest only minor differences in friction coefficient- Oil
5X on the other hand, has substantially lower temperatures
throughout the whole viscosity range and exhibits a varying
behavior. (See fig. 21.) In the zone of high viscOsi-ties,
oil 5 &hows lower’frictton coefficients than oils 6, 7, and
8; by decreasing viscosity it has, starting from 0.0~25 kil,o--
gr”am per square meter, about the same viscosity, and from
0.0005 kilogram per square meter on, the fri,ciion coefficient
inoreases rapidly with further decreasing viscosity

Figure 22 shows the same representation for an average
, rubbtng speed of 0-65 meter per second after an initial de-
crease with dec~easing viscosity, the friction coefficients
increase and reach a maximum which for oil 5 Xies at q =
00.012, fOr oil 8 at q = 0.00035, for oil 6 at T = 0s00032,
and for oil 7 at ~ = 0.00028, after which they decrease
again at very low viscosity At low viscosity, oil 5 exhibits
a rapid rise, which might be due to intense wearing; the out-
flowing oil turned dark in this viscosity range in the tests
with oil 5. ~t may be presumed that a similar rise would
occur in oils 6$ V? 8? anti 9 also at lowest viscosity, but
with the present test arrangement such low viscosities were
unobtainable; hence the tests’”could uot be extended to in-
clude these Qils in the region of intense wear-

The cited maximum becomes much plainer as the rubbing-
speed - that is, as the -proportion of the boundary friction
within the mixed friction - is gre~ter. The appearance of
the maximum seems to have a certain similarity with the ex–
periment.al results by Hersohel (report’ presented at the
International congress $or Lubricating Research, Strassburg,
July 20--26, 1931, a summary of which was published in VDI
vole 75, pp. 1539-40). Eerschel found on an oil-testing

.., math.i.~e. built .by,him~el~. that at decreasing rubbing speed
the friction coeffic”ient ”varied ‘&”irn’iZarlyto figure 18-
Having reached a minimum value, the friction coefficient
rises rapidly, but then decreases again at considerably re-,
duced rubbing speed. ~n the range of predominant mixed
friction he also fovnd that, with growing proportion of
boundary friction to the mixed friction, the friction coef-
ficient exhibits a maximum value iri its curve- The result



of figures 21 and. 22 can be summarized to the effect that
the” oils ‘exhi%”it-in”gonly minor” differences in’viscosity at
the same temperature, will show only slightly diffe~ent
frictioi~ coefficients throughout the whole viscosity range;
while oils with widely varying viscosities at the same
temperature manifest greater differences in friction coeffi-
cients and in their relation with the viscosity. The differ-
ences are much more pronounced as the temperature is higher
and the rubbing speed lower, or in other words, as the pro-
portion of the boundary friction within the mixed friction
is greater. The tests indicate that the lubricating quality
of an oil cannot be explained by the viscosity alone even
in the range of predominantly fluid frictiOn, in SPite of
the fact. that the viscosity is one of the chief factors
defining the frictions

Mention has been made in the foregoing of the attempts
to explain this varying behavior of oil by means of the
physical-chemical properties, such as adhesion of oi~ to
the metallic surface, orientalility of molecules in oil
film, and molecular structure, fQ?? example. Because these
properties can be influenced by additives, tests had been
carried on in which oleia acid had been added to the lutiri-
cant (reference 19)- (Also in unpublished tests of the
machine laboratory of the Earlsruhe Technical High ,School. )
Such an addition had no measurable effect on the piston ring-
But an add~tiOn of colloidal graphite yielded a certain al-
thouch slight reduction in friction, amounting to 6 percent
in the zone of pure mixed friction? but no measurable de-
crease in the zone of presumable fluid frict3,0n, This fiild-
ing is similar to that made by O. Walger and G. Schneider
(reference 18) and O. Walger and H. ~, Schroeter (reference
20) on journal bearl.pgs. Vogelpohl (reference 7) then at-
tempted. to explain these differences by means of hyd.rodyi~amics-
(The experiments of the author had azready been completed when
Vogelpohlls article appeared in Ilfilund Koblo~l Subseque~tly
his work was published in VDZ-Forschungsheft “No- 386.)

Ha proceeded from the fact that heat is created by the
friction in the oil film, which frequently produces a sub-
stantial temperature rise. Xn accord with it he regards the
decrease in viscosi~yresulting from t;ne temper.a~ure rise as...-! .-,
dbc’isive’ for the carrying capaci~~ of the oil film.

....,.,.,,
U]lder

equal test conditions? such as wall pressure, rubbing speed,
and iilitial viscosity at entry of the oil in the oil film,
the decrease in v$scosity is nuch greater as the viscosity-
te~peratur~ curve *S steeper and the specific gravity and the
specific heat of the oil are lower, He derives, for different

>;

Ii!L
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oils at equal wall pressure, equal speed, and equal initial
v“lsc’oiity, a relationship between the frictional force and
a cilaracteristic K, which is computed from the equation

$K=+
YG (10)

where

Y specific gravity

c specific .&eat of oil

$ a measure for the steepness of the viscosity-temperatur e
curve

This can be represented in a certain viscosity range
by the exponential function

with ~ and nl denoti,qg the viscosity values for temperv
ature t and tl, ~espectively,

The specif$c gravity and the viscosity of the oils
were measured, i%hd specific heat of the oils computed
according to Kraussold (reference 21)* (The values for Y,
n, and c are in unusually good agreement with the data
supplied by the oil companies for comparative purposes-)

AS the comparison with Vogelpohl had to be made in the
zone of the mixed friction, the characteristic K next was
determined for oil samples 1 to 6, and 9 at a viscosity ’Of
‘0,0023 kilogram per square meter, at 0.6 meter per second
average r-abbing speed, and 1.5 kilograms per square centi-
meter wall pressure. Depending upon the bran~ of Oil$ the
viscosity corresponded to a test temperature ranging from
50° C to 186.5° C: ~ was determined, as by Vogelpohl, at
the range between the initial viscosity and one-third O:..-.

““’“the initiai ‘visb’os~t’y”.”I?ig”ure-24 gives the calculated values
of K and the related friction coefficients- While the val-
ues for oils 1 to 4 can be joined by a straight line, those
for oils 5, 6, and 9 are widely scattered,

A comparison of oils 5 to 9 at a lower viscosity of
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.,, oo~,,0(3380kilog~am, per square meter gives a. similar picture,
(See fig, 24, ) The test temperatures ranged between 124° C
and 149.7* cl the wall pressure was 360 kilograms per square”
cent imeter. At 006 as well as at 2:6 meters per second aver-
age rubbing speed, the engine oils 6 to 9 can be joined by
a straight line; while oil 5 exhibits from time to time a
considerable discrepancy. The curves in both diagrams in-
dicate that the h$gher characteristic belongs to the greater
frictional force, Vogclpohl fou4d the same result for BYiche
and Voigtllinder~s’ test values.

In figure 23 the oil samples 1 to 4 had at 0-00230 kilo-
gram per square meter the same tes% temperature of 50° C? tile
test temperatures for oils 5, 6, and 9 were 58° C, 79,80 C,
and 85,5° C* respcctiively, In figure 24,
temperature of124° C

otl 5 had a test
while that of oils.6 to 9 ranged be—

tween 140° C and 149,+0 C. Thus it is readilyapparent that
guide lines can he plotted for a distinct relationship of
the friction co~fficient only when the oils have abtiut the
same viscosity at the same test temperature, If there are
narked discrepancies, as in figure 21~ Vogelpohl~s data
appear no longer sufficient to exple,in the d“ifferencesc
Turthertiloro, t!le effect r?f adsorbed layers also would have
to he Z-lotCd.*

Limits for wall mressure and. workinc--surface temperature*-.—.—_—_—_.__._.=___..___.____.a.____—_._———__—
Wall pressure and workzng--surface tem~erature may not be
raised. atwill in, the te~ts, At a specific wall-pressure a
certain working surface temperature could not be exceeded
without entailing variations in the appearance of the liner.
3eCa”Ltse%~e liner was open at both endLs, the rubbing Sul”face’
Co-czcibe observed directly during tile experiment, If the
highest temperature permissible was exceeded, the working
surface Of the liner exhibited, first$ dull-looking streaks
from 3 to 3.0 mil~$.meter~’ wide and. extending from one dead
center to the other, These streaks appeared distributed at
random ever the entire circumference of the liner and initi-
ated roughening Qf the l$ncr, Uepending upon wall pressure
and temperature, it was possible to observe light streaks
for up to half a minute before the actual roughening started.
This always began in the dead centerq agd from these progres-

E.Z.. siw$eky spread .fnolm there towa~d the. center. of the liner- If
the te@ was immediately stopped as soon as dull streaks ap-
peared, the surface of the ring and the liner disclosed ilo
visible atta”cke But when percopti’ble roughening appeared
over a thermocouple mounted under the working surface, tem-
perature increases Up to 70° C were recorded. The same thing
happcqsd if the wall pres.~ure was adjusted too high, With a
longer running-in peri~d at lower wall pressure the original
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. . . it weye otherwise,. it would have been necessary to add in
the teSt S quoted in the present report the atuo.spherih
pressure to the wall .pressure of the piston rings,) In
the event that Pa is less than PI , a linear pressure
drop from pl to pa can be assumed for the data of
hydrodynamic friction (that is, of laminar flow in the
lubricating film) so that in this instance the hydrostatic .
pressure amounts on the average to l/2(’Pl ~ Pa). Hence the
lubricating forces in the film must absorb, in ad.~ition ‘
to the self-expansion pressure -pO of the piston ~ing, the

~;g~s:;e difference P1 - 1/2 (Pl + Pa) = ~/2 (P1 --pa) -
, the wall pressure .

(12)

This consideration leads under further simplifications
to a very clear representation of the total rubbing force
of n piston rings of a piston loaded with the working
pres~ure pl (positive pressure). Thus, supposing the
friction ooefficier~t M of all piston rings were the same,

, the total frictional force becomes

R= @(npo ~ ~.11,) (13)

It is clear from these two equations that the gas pres-
sure in the combustion chamber effects only in part an in-
crease in the wall pressure of the piston ring-. Assuming
the pressure below the first sealing ring to be only ‘half
as high as above it, as measured by Robertson and Ford
(reference 22) on an Otto cycle engine, the uppermost pis-
ton ring is loaded oaly with one-fourth of the gas pressure
additionally by the gas.

The question frequently arises in connection with
internal-combustion engines whether the piston ring lifts
off from the lower groove flank during operation Eweis
has si~own that for the two-stroke cycze method no lifting—
off ‘may be expected-at extremely high rotative speeds in
consequence of the mass forces or at missing gas pressure
for tile last piston ring.

The ring wizl lift of~ by reason of the frictional
force when the frictional force is greater than the force

*
*L



2a

with which the ring is pressed by the gas pressure on the
lower groove flanks The condit$on would then be

where

(14)

F ru%bing area

ii side area of piston ring

Yo illustrate: for P~ = 2P2 and w = O.1~ equation
(14) becomes

(3,0A. 1 ~ ~
~1 —- “ -

I? 4 ) -o (15)

and if in addition, say., A = 3 and PO - 1.5 kilograms
per square centimeter, the piston ring is lifted off by
friction, when

PI < 0.154 atmosphere (16)

It ~s, therefore? readily apparent that the ring is
lift~~d off f~om the lower groove flank by the frictional
force only at extremely low gas pressures $n. the combustion
cha.mher.

Translation by J, VanZer$
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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Figs . Z,2,3

Fi&e l..- The o~~ginal

test arr~gernent.
a, liner; b, piston; Figure 2.. Spreading device for
c, ring. piston rings. a, piston;

b, piston ring; c, spreading lever;
d, tension spring with knife-edge
8uspension.
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/ * d

-..,,
Fi@re: 3.= Test layout. a~’li,ner;”b,piston; c, piston ring;

d, heating coil; e, arrangement for measuring the
ideflectiondf the liner; f, knife edge at the liner;.g, spring’
,with sock’et~h, oix line; i, damping weight; .j, ground plates.
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“Figure4.- Mechanical-optical
, .,,, arrangement for measuring

the deflection of the.line,r.
... a, lengthened spring; b, socket;

c, knife edge; d, adjustable
knife edge; e, flat spring;
f, mirror; g, tension device
for spring e.

Figure 5.-
Temperature
relationship
of the kine-
matic vis-
00Bity Of
the test oils.
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Figures 8 “and9.- S

Mean coef. s
ficient of friction
plotted a ainst

fmean rubb ng speed
at different work-
ing surface temper-
atures. Wall
P?essure, 1.5 “tid ,;?.5 ki10~rw8 per :
square centimeter. $
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Figs. 7,.8,9

Fi&iie ?.- The &v~rage
rubbing speed

plotted against runnitig-
in time. Oil,6- rubbing “
s~eed’,2.15 meters per
second; wall-pressure,
3.0 kilograms per sguare
centimeter; working sur-,
face temperature, 120°C;:
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F3gure 11.

frictionplotted
against,average
rubbing speed at
‘differentwall
pressures.Work-
ing surface ,
temperature,
65.30 and 184.7oC.
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Figure 12.. Oil’6- frictional
force plotted.against

piston settingat differentwall
Pressures.Working surface temper-
ature, 119.6°0; average,rubbing
speed, 2.15 meters per second; v,
momentary rubbing speed.
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Figure i3.. oil 6- frictional force ”plott”edagains”tp,istori”
8e”ttiRgSat different working sqrf~e tempera-.”,

tures. Wall pkessure, 3.01’kilogra6 per square centimeter;
average rubbing &peed, 2.15.meters per second; v, momentary
rubbing speed.
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Figure 15,- Oil 6- frictional force plotted against the momentary
rubbing speed at different working surface tempera-

tures. Wall pressure 3.0 kilograms per square centimeter, average
rubbing speeds, 0.5 to 3.5 meters per second; a and b, the
frictional force computed for rounding-off radii 0.1 and 0.01
millimeter at 3.0 kilograms per square centimeter wall pressure
and 65.3°G working surface temperature.

Fig&e 16.- Oil 6= frictional force plotted against momentary
rubbing speed at 3.6 and 9.0 kilograms per square

centimeter wall pressures. Average rubbing speeds 0.5 to 3.5
meters per secon”d;working surface temperature, 7~.5°C.
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Figure 17.- Coefficient of friction plotted against the
characteristiccf= qv/pa. Curves a and b show

the coefficient of friction for 0.1 and 0.01 millimeter
curvature radius calculated according to equation (9). The
test points reproduce the experimentally obtained coef-
ficient. Test conditions: wall pressure, 1.5 and 3 kilo-
grams per squarq centimeter; working surface temperatures,
65.3° and 77.50 C; average rubbing speeds, 0.5 to 3.5
meters per second.
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Figure 18.- Oils 1 to
4 having at

50°C test temperature
the same absolute
viscosity of 0.00230
kilograms per square
meter. The average
coefficient of
friction is plotted
against the average
rubbing speed. Wall
pressure, 1.5 kilo-
grams per square
centimeter,
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Figure 20.- Oils 6
tO 9 having

the same viscosity
at equal test temper-
ature. Average coef-
ficient of friction
plotted against aver-
age rubbing speed;
wall pressure, 3.0
kilograms per square
centimeter.

Figs . 39,20,21,22

Figure 19---Goef- .
ficient of

friction of a
journal be~ing
plotted against
rotative 8peed >
for different
brands of oils
(according to B&che).’

Figure,21. Figure 22.
Figures 21 and 22.- Average coefficient of friction plotted

tL@li~8t ab801Ute viscosity. Wall prc$ssue, 3.0 kilo=grams per sauare centirne~er;average rubbing,speed, 3.0 and
0.65 meter-sper second.
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Figure 23.- Average coefficient
of friction plotted against

the Vogelpohl number. The num-
erals at the test points indi-
cate the respective type of oil
and the pertinent test tempera-
ture. Wall pressure, 1.5 kilo-
grams per souare centimeter;
viscosity, 0.00230 kilogram per
square meter; average rubbing
speed, 0.6 meter per second;
‘n

I i I 1 I I

Workinq surfocefempe;Ofure [“~]

Figure 24.- Average coefficient
of friction plotted against

Vogelpohl’s number. The num-
erals indicate the respective
brands of oil and test tempera-
ture. Wall pressure, 3.0 kilo-
grams per square centimeter;
viscosity, 0.000380 kilogram
per square meter; average
rubbing speed, 3’.,6and 2.6
meters per second; q :ql = 1 : 3.

0;

Figure 25.- Limit8 for wall Figure 96.-.Pressure ratioat.. pressure and working the piston ring.
surface temperature on oil 6. P1 = gas pressure in combustion
Average rubbing speed, 0.4 and chamber above and back of the
2.? meters per second; at test ring; p2 = gas pressure below
points a the roughening ap- the ring.
peared even during starting.
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